Formation of structural phase transitions is of great interest on both practical and theoretical grounds and at present time, it is a subject of intensive theoretical and experimental studies in various areas of physics. Growth of interest to problems related with behavior of dusty plasma particles is connected with development of a wide range of applications, including possibility of a retention and control of attitude position of nanoscale objects. Investigations of configurational phase transitions in two-dimensional systems that are related to changes of their dimension or an orientation order are also of significant interest. Formation of such systems consisting of several extended layers (from one to tens) of charged macroparticles (dust particles), is often observed in the conditions of laboratory dusty plasma of rfdischarge.
Here we present an experimental study of the conditions of formation of monolayer and multilayer systems of dust particles in plasma of rf-discharge. New experimental data related to criterion of formation of new dust layer and redistribution of kinetic dust energy on degrees of freedom in dusty plasma structures is obtained. Experiments have been carried out for argon (pressure from 0.1 to 0.3 Torr) with formaldehyde melamine particles of radius 6,37 microns with discharge power from ~ 2 to -30 W. Velocities and displacements of dust particles, their kinetic energies, concentrations, pair correlation functions and dynamic characteristics are measured. Experimental analysis of redistribution of kinetic dust energy on degrees of freedom in monolayer and multilayer systems is carried out. New data related to the formation of configurational phase transitions in two-dimensional dusty plasma systems is obtained. Also a new method of diagnostics of plasma parameters is considered for obtaining of mean electric field, ion density and velocity. An evaluation of screening parameter and a value of particle charge in plasma is carried out. A comparison with the existing theoretical and numerical data is presented. ________________________________ * Work was partially supported by the Russian Foundation for Fundamental Research (10-08-00389-а), and by the Program of the Presidium of RAS
